Why do
we call it a ...Volt?

by Lyle D. Feisel, Ph.D., P.E. (Ret.), Iowa Alpha ’61
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units
and teacher. He was particularly interThis is the first in a series of
used by engineers—and, indeed, articles that explore the hisested in the science of electricity, which, in
by non-engineers—probably the tory of science and engineerthe 1700s, meant static electricity. Today,
most common is the volt. We
it’s hard to think about this without considing. One way in which this
glibly talk about a 110 volt outering the twin variables of voltage and curhistory has been preserved is
let or a 1.5 volt AAA battery or a five volt
rent. Before 1800, however, the concept of
in the names of the scienpower supply but have probably forgotten
current didn’t exist because there was no
tific units that we commonly
the unit’s basic definition. Most of us don’t
device that could produce a steady flow of
use. Those units will serve
remember that it takes one joule of energy
what we now call electrons. The only elecas starting points for these
to move one coulomb of charge through a
trical phenomena were those associated
articles as we explore “Why
do we call it a…?”
potential difference of one volt. And, most
with charges developed by rubbing two
of us don’t have any idea where the name
materials together. Indeed, the word “elec“volt” came from in the first place. It isn’t
tric” was derived from electrum, the Latin
a made up word like meter or gram or inch. It is a truncaword for amber, one of the materials often rubbed with
tion of the name of a physicist who made several impora cloth to generate a static electric charge. Electrum, in
tant contributions to electrical science—and his history is
turn, comes from the Greek word for amber, electron.
an interesting story.
Our hero is Alessandro Volta (1745-1827), whose porSpectacular Discharges
trait with two of his inventions is shown opposite. He was
One of the products of Volta’s investigations was a device
born in Como, Italy, on February 18, 1745, when George
that is now known as an electrophorus. It consisted of a
Washington was a thirteen-year-old boy chopping down
dielectric plate that could be charged by rubbing with a
cherry trees, Bonnie Prince Charlie was getting ready to
piece of cloth or fur and a corresponding metal plate that
march into England, and Jacques-Étienne Montgolfier,
could be charged by contact with the dielectric plate. The
inventor of the hot air balloon, was six weeks old. The
charged metal plate could then be removed by means of
concept of education for everyone was still a century or
an insulated handle. Since work was done in separating
so in the future. Young Alessandro was fortunate to be
the charged plates, the electric potential of the metal
born into a family that, while not rich, had enough whereplate was increased and it was possible to create some
withal to educate him, first at home and then in a couple
very spectacular discharges, i.e., sparks.
of schools supported by the church.
These discharges were a major focus of electrostatic
By the age of twenty, Volta had received his formal
research. They were used to elicit reactions in people and
education and set out to develop a career as a scientist
in animals, sometimes with the hope of curing everything
from baldness to impotence, not very successfully, I
would note. I should also note that the physics laboratory
was not a benign environment for animals; the aforementioned fur often came from a cat that made the ultimate
sacrifice for science and live animals were often used as
subjects in electromedical research. Ouch!
Which brings us at last to the story of the invention for
which Volta is best known. At this same time, there was a
professor of medicine at the University of Bologna named
Luigi Galvani, born in 1737, some eight years before
Volta. In 1787, Galvani observed—probably by accident—
that the leg of a recently deceased frog would twitch
when contacted by certain combinations of metal instruments. (Obviously, a biology lab was not a great place
for animals either.) This led him to propose a theory of
“animal electricity” wherein the bodies of animals were,
in themselves, a source of electricity. When Volta studied
f the various electrical
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For decades, the only batteries available had a finite lifetime, providing current only until the electrodes had been
consumed. In 1859, this limitation was overcome when a
French physicist, Gaston Planté, invented the lead-acid
cell which could be recharged. Today, of course, storage
cells are a far cry from those early inventions and are the
subject of much ongoing research.
Today, we call the voltaic pile a battery which means a
collection of things. An artillery battery is a collection of
guns and an electric battery is a collection of cells. Strictly
speaking, then, a AAA battery is not a battery, but a cell.
But don’t go into the hardware store and ask for a package of AAA cells. They might know what you are talking
about but may think you a bit odd. On the other hand,
flashlights are often described as “three cell” or “five
cell.”
While English uses the word battery, other languages
preserve the word pile. In Spanish, for instance, an electric battery is a pila and the French use both batterie and
pile. It is also a pila in Italian where the basic meaning of
the word is “stack.”

this theory, he disagreed, concluding instead that the
electricity was generated in some other way and that the
animal tissue was merely reacting to an external stimulus.
Galvani and Volta engaged in a serious feud over this
issue, conducting various experiments to prove their
opposing theories. One of Volta’s experiments consisted of
joining two different metal wires—copper and zinc, say—
at one end, touching the other ends to the animal muscle,
and observing that the muscle responded. Volta concluded
there was a contact potential—although I’m sure he didn’t
use that term—between the dissimilar metals and that
this was the source of the electricity. In order to improve
the contact between the two metals, he interposed a piece
of cloth that was soaked in a brine solution and found the
effect was actually enhanced. We can only speculate about
why Volta took the next step, stacking several metal pairs
on top of each other, but so he did. He piled up 30 pairs of
silver and zinc discs with intervening brine-soaked pieces
of paper and created what came to be known as the voltaic pile. He also experimented with other combinations
of metals such as zinc and copper as shown in the diagram
at left. Volta’s invention, published in 1800, has been
formally recognized as an IEEE Milestone.
The voltaic pile was quickly recognized as a significant
invention and various scientists and engineers set about
improving it and, especially, making ever larger batteries.
They were larger in the sense of having more cells—hundreds, in some cases—and also in the size of the plates
and the nature of the electrolyte separating the metal
electrodes. Soon, the fabric interlayer was eliminated and
the electrodes were immersed in the liquid electrolyte.

Additional Investigation
As a little additional investigation to see how the cell/battery terminology issue is resolved in practice, I examined
the packaging of a leading brand of US-made batteries.
Nowhere on the package label or the cell label does either
word appear. There is a warning in French that the “pile”
may explode if it is mistreated and in Spanish that the
“pila” may explode. In English, they simply state, “May
explode …”. There must be a story behind that, but I
have no idea what it might be.
The voltaic pile, the first device capable of delivering a
continuous flow of the “electrical fluid,” opened whole new
fields of experiment and investigation. Having current
available and not just voltage—using today’s terminology
—allowed people to explore electrochemistry as well as
heating and lighting effects and, eventually, electromagnetism. But that is a story—or several—for another day.
For now, just remember that every time you say or
write “volt” or its symbol “V”—a capital letter since it
is named for an individual—you are commemorating the
work of Alessandro Volta, an 18th century physicist.
That’s why we call a volt a volt.
Want to know more about our history? Check out the
Engineering Technology and History Wiki: http://ethw.org
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